
 

10 Years of the WHRCF 

▣ Overview 

➢ Date & Time: December 2nd (Wed.) 16:00-18:00 (KST)  

➢ Contents: Sharing the major achievements of the forum for 10 years and discussing the 

ways and direction that the forum has to seek for the improvement in the future 

➢ Language: Korean and English 

➢ Schedule: 

Time Program Contents 

16:00-16:02 2’ Opening JEON Jinhee [Research Director, Institute of Human Rights&Humanities] 

16:02-16:05 3’ 
Opening 

Speech 

YOON Mokhyeon 

[Director General, Democracy&Human Rights&Peace Bureau] 

16:05-16:25 20’ 
Keynote 

Speech 

10 year Major Achievement of the Forum and Evaluation 

KIM Gi-gon [Director of Community Culture and Research, Gwangju 

Jeonnam Research Institute] 

Success Stretegies and Vision of the Forum led by Local Regions 

SHIN Gyonggu [Director, Gwangju International Center] 

Part 1. The Strategies of Development of the Forum at the National Level in Korea (Moderator: KIM Gi-gon) 

16:25-16:35 10’ Presentation1 HER Chang-young [WHRCF Planning Committee Member] 

16:35-17:05 30’ Discussion 1 

LEE Kihoon [Executive Director, Regional Cultural Exchange Foundaiton] 

Laurence KWARK [Secretary General, GSEF] 

Joseph SHIN [Director, Jeju Peace Human Rights Institute WHAT] 

KIM Yongman [Director, Democracy&Human Rigths Office] 

17:05-17:15 10’ Discussion 2 From the floor 

Part 2. Ways Forward for Human Rights Cities (Moderator: SHIN Gyonggu) 

17:15-17:25 10’ Presentation2 Morten Kjaerum [Director, Raoul Wallenberg Institute] 

17:25-17:55 30’ Discussion 3 

Shams Asadi [Human Rights Commissioner, City of Vienna] 

Mugiyanto [HR Advisor, Exectutive Office of the President of Indonesia]  

Frederique Hanotier [Director, Human Rights Cities Network] 

Hans Sakkers [International Strategy Advisor, City of Utreht] 

Amanda Martinez [Coordinator, UCLG-CISDP] 

17:55-18:05 10’ Discussion 4 From the floor 

18:05-18:10 5’ Closing  

 



 

Concept Note 

 
The World Human Rights Cities Forum celebrates its 10th anniversary this year. Since 2011, the 

WHRCF has provided an open space for global human rights advocators to participate in human 

rights discourses and share human rights policies. The 10th anniversary is a landmark event in 

the history of the human rights city movement. This annual international convention has 

reaffirmed the importance of human rights city initiatives and presenting best practices 

through the adoption of the Gwangju Human Rights City Declaration. With support from human 

rights advocators, the forum strives toward its goal of “localizing human rights.” It has also 

become a flagship human rights event for the host city of Gwangju, providing international 

opportunities for human rights networking and exchanges among advocators and activists.  

 

Despite this, the forum still faces many challenges, as yet unresolved over the past decade. 

Increasing voices of concern include questions over the forum’s identity and roles, the lack of 

effective tools for improving international human rights solidarity, and other planning and 

operational issues.  

 

The consistently changing idea of human rights also requires the forum to adapt. The definition 

and scope of human rights continues to extend, while people are ever more vulnerable to newly 

emerging risks, such as climate change and deadly communicable diseases. The technological 

landscape is continuously evolving, allowing remote networking and cooperation. Taking into 

consideration the universal goals of human rights city initiatives, and the specific local context 

when establishing human rights policy, the forum must be actively involved in efforts to find 

new ideas and solutions that can substantially contribute to designing sustainable human rights 

communities for all humanity.  

 

Ten years of the WHRCF seeks a new way to respond to the changing global human rights 

environment; build a solid human rights system for every community and promote international 

collaboration between human rights cities. Breakthroughs will be discussed at the following 

three levels: 

 

First, at the international level: How does the forum redefine sustainably practicable agendas 

and norms on “local government and human rights” and materialize joint actions for extensive 

human rights city initiatives?  

 

Second, at the national level in Korea: How does the forum contribute to the central-local 

government relationship for designing institutional and administrative measures to narrow 



down the policy gap existing between communities, and to establish a firm foundation of 

human rights protections at the local level?  

 

Third, at the local level in Gwangju: What does the forum need to do to increase Gwangju’s 

global presence as a human right city, and for more effective human rights-related 

administrative services and citizens’ empowerment to human rights?  

 

This session’s discussions will include overall operational issues for the sustainable 

development of the WHRCF, including planning, programs, participation, and collaboration. 

Experts and human rights activists representing each community will share their insights, 

including “10-year retrospective review of the WHRCF” and “Strategies for WHRCF future 

development from national and international perspectives” among others. A new future for the 

WHRCF depends on your participation and contribution.  


